
OPTIONAL FQtlM NO. 10 

MAT 1«2 COITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GO^RNMENT 

Memorandum 

FROM 

subject: 

DIRECTOR, FBI (172-31) date: 6/27/66 

SAC, DENVER (172-3) (RUC) 

D 

CHARLES SONNY LISTON; 
CASSIUS CLAY 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 
00: Boston 

Re Denver letter to Bureau dated 6/20/66. 

Line 5, paragraph 1, page 2 o 
I who is connected with read | |who is count 

Vegas1' rather than |_ 
Stardust Motel in Las Vegas." 

er Should 
in Las . ^ 

who is connected with the 

Denver, unless advised to the contrary, is conducting 
no further investigation in this matter. 

)5>- Bureau (172-31) 
1 - Boston (172-41) 
1 - Las Vegas 
1 - Denver 
WJM:pgr 
(5) 

C&j/J 

$ S ^ 

35-2. 

rJUL 14^966:/0U 



5/27/65 

Airtel 

to: SACS, Boston 
Chicago 

A New York 
/ Philadelphia 

Mr. Belmont 
Crime Records Div, 
Mr. Gale 
Mr. MeAndrews 
Mr. Baker 

From: Director, FBI 

SONNY LISTON - fi£S§IUSCLAX_ 
IrOBtB CHAMPIONSHIP HEAVYWEIGHT FIGHT 
SPOUTS "BRIBERY 

Iii view of the wide publicity with its attendant 
allegations given captioned matter and the indications that 
inquiries into this fight will be made by numerous bodies, 
including Congressional committees, you should discreetly 
contact highly confidential and other sources, as well as 
appropriate confidential informants, for any information 
they may have pertaining to this matter. Advise Bureau by 
return airtel. No open investigation is to be conducted 
at this time. /I 

M' 
>- 

l«* err 

« No open invent 

, f ij 

NOTE: See memo Gale, to Belmont, same caption, dated 6/27/6.5, 
WPB:cae. \ 

This communication being sent to these offices since 
information from highly confidential sources reveals gamblers 
in those areas have controlled boxers. 

Toison _ 
Belmont. 
Mohr_ 
De Loach 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 

WPB:cad 
: (i4> 

1 *n'Z 
^ 

Pelt_ 
Cole — 
Rosen _ 
Sullivan 
TavH*- 

‘ * " M « 0? 

iav*4«>—> 'jir 

,s "AY 28 1965 ' •'' 

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT i 
Muhammad Aii-70 
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5/27/65 

Airtel 

t 

To: .SAC, Boston 

From: Director, FBI ^-s 
& 

SONNY LISTON - CASSIUS CLAY 
\ WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP HEAVYWEIGHT FIGHT 

SPORTS BRIBERY —- 

1/ 
3-/ 

(s / 

ReBuairtel 5/2^765., 

Department advises USA, Portland, Maine, has 
informed news media he contemplates conducting inquiries 
into Liston - Clay fight. In event USA requests your 
office to conduct investigation. Bureau authority is to 

I ' be requested prior to instituting same. 

Other action of the USA, such as Federal Grand 
I" Jury, as well as other pertinent developments should be 

promptly furnished Bureau. 

L 

\ 

To bon _ 
Belmont. 
Mohr __ 

'Vi 

to 

BPB :rmgf\ 
t !\ u 

Trottef Vr jy: 

Tele. Room . 
Holmes_ 
Gondv _ 

* — / 
MAIL ROdfcmI3 ' 

■vr vT * 

?i) / 
\ 

TELETYPE UNIT □ 



0?NONAt |<>*M NO. 10 

1962 i&mON 

GfN. 1EG. NO. 27 

TO 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Mr. Belmonl date: May 27, 1965 

from . j. h. Gale 

SUBJECT: SONNY LISTON - CA3SIU# CLAY 

T,TORLD CHAMPIONSHIP HEAVYWEIGHT EIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 

As you know, the Liston-Clay fight has received wide 
publicity by all forms of news media. Included in the publicity 
have been what appear to be unsubstantiated allegations by 
sports writers and persons long associated with the fight game 
that this fight was '’fixed.” 

Since we have received no information or allegations 
to date indicating improprieties in connection with this fight, 
no open investigation.._is being conducted. It is felt, however, 

I i that appropriate confidential informants and sources located 
I I in logical offices should be discreetly contacted for information 
| j bearing on this matter. £ 

ACTION: ■Q y r 3»- 

That, if approved, the attached airtel instructing 
our Boston, Chicago, New York and Philadelphia Offices to 
contact appropriate sources and informants regarding this 
matter, be sent. 

as? 

v 

9 

'k 

J 
\ 

cA\ 

W& ■ Vy"' 
.. r (t* c'; 

/ 
/ 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Belmont 

s'" , 

TP ^ 

JUHuX^ibOLi 

Muhammad Ali-705 

fcr -- 



0'-£0 (Rev* 12-14-64) 

r ^ H To Ison- 
Belmont — 
Mohr- 
DeLoach _ 
Casper_ 
Callahan ^ 
Conrad_ 
Felt- 
Gale- 
Rosen- 
Sullivan — 
Tavel_ 
Trotter_ 
Tele Room 
Holmes — 
Gandy *_ 

f 

UPI-119 
, ADD 1 BOXING, WASHINGTON (UPI-37) oner-w-nm 

A COMMISSION BIlI WAS AtW INTRODUCED BY REP. BENJAMIN ROSENTHAL, 

^ CALLING ATTENTION TO "THE GROWING DOMINATION OF PROFESSIONAL BOXING 
BY RACKETEERS AND UNDERWORLD ELEMENTS," ROSENTHAL SAID HIS BILL WOULD 

EMP>1|sTABLISH RUlIs°T0Tg6vERN CONTRACT fiSD .^^J^SA£rBiiDICAL’ 1/ 
—SET STANDARDS FOR TRAINING PROCEDURES AND ADEQUATE MEDICAL K 

“WS^tSSg 3SBM!r”fSsi ’SSfeirn' com mold have 

HAD INVESTIGATED BOXING IN THE PAST. HE SAID HE HAD NOT YET MADE 
UP HIS MIND ABOUT ANOTHER STUDY. 

5/27—EG247FED 

WASHINGTON 

. ' M '1.' 

PITAL NEWS SERVICE Muhammad Aii-70q 



>0-24 (Rev. 12-14-64) Tolson_ 

Belmont_ 

Mohr- 

DeLoach _ 

Casper- 

Callahan _ 

Conrad_ 
Felt_ 

Gale_ 

Rosen _ 

Sullivan_ 

Tavel- 

Trotter_ 

Tele Room 

Holmes — 

Gandy- 

UP1-127 

IN THlPsENATE YEAR-OlFsEN* A. VILLIS ROBERTSON. B-VA. AS 

!SDBfsi! m Iagnuson, D-|ASH*, IN*THE course of a 

«o|BBWogy^g«{0|»^o* 
HIS LOVE OF HUNTING AND FISHING. HAD COMMENTED THAT ROBERTSON HAS A 

AGNUS ON AQUICKL Y PC0KKEN TE D^ AT R°B|£TS0N »S RIGHT •I^D*PUT°HlfiR 
THAN TNO OTHER FIGHTERS* THAT I KNOW OF* AND ADDED; I D PUT HIM 
TM TUT DTNP WTTH IT T TUTTW f)N7 fl 

RIGHT 

IN THE RING EITF EITHER ON* 
5/27—EG308FED 

OF THEN*" 

/ 7 
WASHINGTON ‘cti&mfc NEWS SERVICE Muhammad Ali-707 



FD-36(Rev. 12-13-56} 

Transmit the following in 

A I R T E L 

F B I 

Date: 5/21 

(Type, in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 

7) (/FROM: SAC, PHILADELPHIA (172-3) (RUC) 

’i J> 0 
'SONNY LISBON - CASSIUS CLAY 

(WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP HEAVYWEIGHT FIGHT 
\ SPORTS BRIBERY 

1 Rebuairtel 5/27/65. 

PHlet to Bureau, 5/24/65, captioned “Racket Control 
of Closed Circuit TV Rights for Clay-Liston Fight, 11/16/64 
and 5/25/6511 and PHairtel, 5/27/65, with same caption, contain 
all available information re possible fix. 

PHlet. 5/24/65. contained information provided 
11/19/64 byf Ire possible fix. 

- '. -.1 

Y) 
3: - Bureau 

*1 - Boston (Info) 
1 - Chicago (Info) 
1 - New York (Info) 
1 - Philadelphia (172-3) 

4 J 

£ f 

■YJ 

HWHslac 
(7) 

MCT-22 
■Si 

: ■ •: . ■ • > MAY*,£9 )%$ 

Approve; 
<a w tl . 
ft Iff BlLi_* — ^ _ 

^ » ft? in Charge Muhammad A i-70 



FD-3& {Ftev* 5-22-63) 

'‘f 

Transmit the following in 

AIRTEL 
Via 

1 \ l 
F B 1 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

Date: 6/2/65 
i 
i 
i 
s 

(Type in plaintext or code) 1 
i 
1 

- -1 
(Priority) I 

.1. 

TO : 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

SAC, YORK 
e/ <3 

SONNY LISTON-CASSI0S CLAY 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP HEAVY¬ 
WEIGHT FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 

Re Bureau airtel, 5/27/65. 

On 5/24/65 and 5/25/65,I 
by SA FRANK R. GERRITY and advised that he had heard nothing 

was contacted 

specific about any "dumping” for this fight. Informant 
said that it was the opinion of people in the fight game 
that LISTON could Knock out CLAY if he so desired. 

On 5/26/65* Informant advised that the rumor amongst 
people in the fight game was that LISTON "took a dive." 
Informant had no specific positive information to support 
this statement. Informant said that regardless of who was 
fronting in the handling of LISTON, he is still controlled 

\ by the underworld, namely FRANK "BLINKY" PALERMO, who has 
A been described by various investigating agencies, including 

the Kefauver Committee in i960, as an underworld figure 
who had control in boxing, 

v '■’V 
' S -* Bureau 
'ST- Boston (IKFO) F(M0 

1 - Chicago (INFO) RfclriU 
- Philadelphia (172-3)(INFO) 
- New York 

1 

3 
/ - 3 ' 

;i-y2-i30ij 1SJUN 3 1965 

MRG:chm 

(10) .4 

&0 JUi. 40 i 

Approved 

b7D 

b7D 

Sent Per 

Special ^gent in Charge Muhammad Aii-709 

] 



On 5/25/65 j _I whose Identity should 
be kept confidential, | 1 Madison Square 
Garden, advised LISTON could knock out. CLAY if everything 
was legitimate in the fight. I [stated that he was 
concerned about the Black Muslims getting to LISTON and 
having him throw the fight for fear of death. | 
was thoroughly questioned concerning this statement 
and explained that he had no specific information to 
substantiate this opinion, but he felt that the Black 
Muslims were a bad group and would go to any extreme 
to protect their champion. [has supplied no 
substantial information regarding captioned matter since 
the fight. 

No additional significant information has been 
obtained through highly confidential sources and confidential 
informants in the NYO. These sources and informants have been 
alerted regarding captioned matter and any significant 
information will be forwarded to the Bureau as developed. 

- 2 - 

Muhammad Aii-710 



6/1/65 

Transmit the following in 
i Type in plaintext or code) 

Via AIRTEL 
(Priority) 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM SAC, CHICAGO (172-New) v 2)6 

i\' > 

SUBJECT: SONNY^ISTON VERSUS CASSIU^CLAY 
WORLD’S CHAMPIONSHIP HEAVYWEIGHT 
FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 

Re Bureau airtel dated 5/27/65. 

Sources and confidential informants who are 
considered experts in the field of boxing on a national 
scale were contacted at Chicago re captioned boxing 
match. 

All sources furnished substantially the same 
information regarding LISTON’s defeat in that they agreed 
that the result of the light blow thrown by CLAY in the 
first round was attributed to LISTON’s character. All 
described LISTON as a "dog” in the boxing field. This 
term is applied to a fighter who tfaoitgh he possesses the 
appearance of a fierce competitor lacks the necessary 
qualities of courage and the will to win. 

v former manager of several^ 
\ Chicago boxers, who was at ringside at Lewiston, Maine, 

\.< reported LISTON appeared sluggish and dazed during the 

3 - Bureau 
'"I - Chicago 

JRB;cle 
(4) 

RB-26 
/7?> 

rv -i u Cv_T ’ JUH 4& 

yy, va \ Ay 
Approved: jJALa _ 

• ' _ |! ' 1 Special ^.gent in Charge 
.M Per 

Muhammad Aii-711 



JkBjelo/may 
cg i72-r;ov. 

approximate 25 minutes in the ring 
bout. | the or Ized LISTON j>ia 
ini 1 uu nee o i a narcoi Lc or w i m i lar 

prior to the actual 
y have been under the 
substance. 

b6 | 

b7C 

Chicago boxing promoter 
and promoter oT the t tie pro;.ip ter version is oi the opinion 
that possibly the heat during the long wait in the ring prior to 
the light coupled with LISTON'1 s age sapped his strength and 
slowed ills reflexes causing his early downfall. ' 
is not aware of any other outside pressure exerted upon LISTON 
to throw the right. 

b6 

b7C 

| 1 heavyweight competitor who b6 ; 
has fought UToTOIT; Is of the opinion LISTON Bit loss b7c 
by decision inevitable, hence, tool: the easy way out. 

j from personal experience, states LISTON is 
extremely difficult to hurt ranch loss knock down, maiing 
knock-out by CLAY ridiculous. 

All sources advise that to the pest oi their 
knowledge betting on the bout was at a minimum and it was 
felt that monetary offer to LISTON to throw the fight 
could nowhere near equal the value of winning the title; 
hence, no outside influence in this regard dictated 
LISTOK’s behavior during' the bout. 

All sources are close to the operation of 
boxing on a national scale and have stated they will bo 
alert for any future reports of irregularity connected 
with captioned fight and will immediately relay any such 
information to the Chicago Office. 

- 2 - 
Muhammad Ali-713 

J 
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FD-36 {Rev. 5-22-64) 

- 4 ' X '* 

Transmit the following in 

Ui„ AIRTSL 

/ * 

Date: 6/4/65 

(Type in plaintext or code} 

(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, RBI ^( )- 

PROM: SAC, BOSTON (172-4) 

SONN^LISTON - CASSIUS CLAY 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP HEAVYWEIGHT FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 

it >'/ * 

IF 

"nr^' 

On 6/1/65, advised tfrat fche day before 
the CLAY-LISTON f 1 ght7T~ _\ who has a bookmaking 
operation, posted the odds as 8-5 in favor of LISTON; 
5-6 in favor of CLAY- The day of the fight the informant ,, 
ascertained from_that the odds changed to a 6-5'pickem 
fight. 

lat this time stated that he would take as 
much LISTON money as he could; he was loaded with CLAY < 
money, and told the informant that If he heard of anyone 
wanting to bet LISTON, regardless of the amount, the 
Informant was to take the bet and lay off the money to him. 

Informant immediately figured from the way| 
handled him on the phone that something was wrong with the 

1 fight, and that he, the informant, thought LISTON would win. 

S=--Bureau 
1-New York (info) 
1-Philadelphia (info) 
1-Boston 

JPK:po>b 
(6) 

py 
//f. *0 -JUM frj 1135 

Q!kk& 
^1 y<iicu 

Api^v-e$ji 
Special Agent in fa arge 

. M Per 

Muhammad Ali-71 



BS 172-4 

Previous investigatlon of 
he is apparently bookmaking for _ 
of Bosfile l65~l, Bufile 165-19. 

reflected that 
subject 

1 
1 

1 

b6 

b7C 

2 
Muhammad Alt-714 



Transmit the following in 

AIKTEL 
{Type in plaintext or code) 

(Priority} 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM: SAC, BOSTON (g^lT) 

4 
Mr* Tavel- 
Mr. Trotter _ 
Tele* Room- 
Miss Holmes . 
Miss Gandy _ 

SONNY LISTON-CASSIUS CLAY 
WORLD- CHAMPIONSHIP HEAVYWEIGHT FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 
DrumD janjjaatlx A/yi ( - ''~f\ 

Reurairtel, 5/27/65. v 

District Attorney GARRETT H. BYRNE, Suffolk County, 
Boston, Mass,, advised that he caused the LISTON-dLAY 
Heavyweight Championship bout, which was to have taken place 
in Boston on 5/25/65* to be banned in Boston because of the 
following: 

. 'Approximately a month before the scheduled fight 
information came to his attention that the LISTON-CLAY promoters 
had attempted to schedule the fight in 35-^0 cities throughout 
the United States but were turned down in every city. Pressure ' . 

; was.brought to bear bvl ICongressman ^b6 
JOHN W. MC C0RM2jjCK, who, in turn, "obtained the assistance of „ b7c 
Massachusetts Governor's Council, PATRICK J, "SONNY^xMC DONOUGH. 
MC DONOUGH e^grted pressure on the Massachusetts formeK 

\ Gov. ENDJCOTT-'FSABODY, who, in turn, exerted pressure^on the 
fMassachusetts BoxJhg Commission which he, the Governor, appoints. 

Bureau 
1-Boston 

JFK:po*b 
00 

. V 
14 JUN 3 1965 

■> i . *. 

Approved* 
^ . vx jj Special Agent in Charge 

-M Per 

Muhammad Aii-715 



BS 172-4 

The Boxing Commission was not too enthusiastic 
to permit the fight to take place in Boston. 

Because of these pressures, the Boxing Commission 
finally voted to schedule the fight in Boston. 

BYRNE, during his investigation, ascertained that 
the fight was being promoted by what he termed ''phantom 
promoters’1 who used a local promoter to actually obtain the 
license in the local promoter*s name. 

A Massachusetts Statute demands that 5$ of the 
actual attendance be collected by the Massachusetts tax 
authorities at least 24 hours in advance of the fight. Based 
on this statute, he caused court action in order to collect the 
5$ of the above attendance. 

He realised that the local promoter, 
was not in a position to pay this percentage, 
action was brought, the promoters immediately changed the 
fight to Lewiston, Me. 

BYRNE advised that he has no information the fight 
was fixed. 

Logical Boston informants contacted. All advised 
they have no knowledge of any fix. 

Muhammad Aii-716 



'V, S-22-&4) 

Transmit the following in 

AIRTEL 

Date: 6/16/65 

{Type in plaintext or code) 

(Priority) 

TO : ||)IRECTOR^ FBI 

FROM:v5'SAC, BOSTON (172-4) 
o 

SONNY LIST0N-CASSIUS_„GBA2__ 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP HEAVYWEIGHT FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 

Rebuairtel to Boston, 5/27/65» and Bosaintel to 
Bureau, 6/1/65. 

On 6/1A/6B. ITS A ALTON A. IESSARD, Portland, Me., 
advised SA| [that no Federal Grand Jury or other 
action is contemplated in this matter unless Congressional 
Committee investigation indicates such action warranted. 

_It is noted USA LESSARD has indicated that 
[Antitrust Division, had suggested possibility 

or FTC investigation under Antitrust Laws, but no action 
has been initiated in this connection. 

\ This is being submitted for information purposes. 

3rBureau 
T-Boston 

GRfJ:po *b 
(4) 

/ 7?,-■!/ 

«, JUH 18 ® 

Approved: —U 

Sy Spepial Agent Charg Muhammad Aii-71 



FD-36 (Rev- 10-29-63) 

t '4 

F B I 

Date: 7/2O/65 

Transmit the following in_ 

AIRTEL 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via 
(Priority) 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (172-9) (HUG) (_ 

0 0 
SUBJECT: SORRY LISTON - CASSIUS CLAY 

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP HEAVY-WEIGHT EIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 

Re Bureau airtel 5/27/65j and NY alrtel to 
Director, 6/2/65. 

On 6/8/65 . I "[advised SAI ~1 
that | 1 of Las Vegas had lost 

a “bundle or money11 on the captioned fight. It appeared 
thatl 1 along with other top gamblers had bet on 
LISTON^ According to the informant, I V ex-wife 
of I L had indicated that it looked like the wrong 
one "took a dive". Informant commented that such a 
situation was possible in view of I close association 
with | I who in turn was close to LISTON. Informant 

was unable to comment more specifically on the above 
information. / ■ 

w/Ttf i j 
Contacts by additional informants and.other j 1 

sources available to the NYO resulted in no additional [ 
specific information regarding captioned matter. 

rQ- Bureau 
1 - New York (92-1301) 
1 - New York 

MEG:ggr ., dUL ^ 



OPTIONAL* FttRM NO* 10 
MAY 1#2 EDITION 
GSA GEN- REG* NO. 27 

* 

BiO-JOS-tt) 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
* 

date: 7/30/65 

2.-1 

SPORTS BRIBERY 

Contacts have been continued with sources and 
confidential informants who are considered experts in the 
fi&ld of foxing on a national scale. These sources, 

incluaNj^/ _ I who has been in personal contact 
with tSySlItY' is TON and who has discussed various aspects 
of the^captioned fight. 

No additional information has been developed 
which indicates bribery or other irregularities connected 
with captioned fight since it took place on May 25, 1965. 

Based on the above, this matter is being closed 
by the Chicago Office. However, contact will periodically 
be made with sources and informants and any new develop¬ 
ments relative to captioned matter will be immediately 
submitted to the Bureau. 

/A ' 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI 

from ;i\SAC, CHICAGO (172-3) (C) 

V 
{§■ .€ 

subject: SONNY LISTON - CASSIUS CLAY 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP HEAVYWEIGHT FIGHT 

A 

l2 - Bureau 
1 - Chicago 

JRB/mj t 

(3) 

7 

rkeW 7 
1 

*1 

Muhammad Aii-719 



OPTIONAL. FORM HO* 10 

MAY 1B«1 EDITION 

G5A GEN. BEG* NO. 2? 

*010-107 

UNITED STATES GO\^.NMENT 

Memorandum 
to : DIRECTOR, FBI (172-31) date: 9/23/65 

FRO&y^AC, BOSTON (172-4) 

subject: 

UMl 

WORLD 05AMFI0NSHIF HEAVYWEIGHT FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY" 

Reboslet to Bureau, 6/16/65. 

By letter dated 8/4/65, the New Haven Office 
advised that | after contacting the gambling 
element in NYC and reading where captioned fight discussed 
by members of U. S. Congress, decided against contacting 

I of Camden, N. J. He theorized that no 
information could be elicited from I I in view of the 
public reaction to the effect that the fight was not on the 
level. 

New Haven also advised that Las Vegas was unable 
to develop any information indicating that the fight was 
fixed. 

In view of the above, this case is being closed. 

J/Bureau 
1-New Haven (92-264)(Info) 
1-Boston 

SEP. S’*1965 

JFK:po'b 
w 

^ 7 OCT 4 }$jj£ 

Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan Muhammad Aii-72ti 



Date: 12/8/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

ViaAIRTEL 
- i 1 (priority) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI jg^ 

PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (172-9) (F) 7\ ^ 

SUBJECT: SONNS^LISTON - CASSIUS *CLAY 
world championship-right: ' 
SPORTS BRtSES?---—~ 

ReBuairtel 5/27/65 and NY airtels 6/2 and 7/20/65a 

Information copies of this airtel are "being furnished 
the Boston* Chicago and Philadelphia Offices in view of 
referenced Buairtel In this matter. For information of offices 
not having received referenced Buairtel* the Bureau following 
the LISTON-CLAY championship fight, advised as follows; 

\ 

In view of the wide publicity with its attendant 
allegations given captioned matter, and the indications that 
inquiries into this fight will be made by numerous bodies ' 
including Congressional committees, you should discreetly 
contact highly confidential and other sources, as well as 
appropriate confidential informants, for any information they 
may have pertaining to this matter. Advise Bureau by return 
airtel. No open investigation is to be conducted at this time. 

Bureau (RM) 
-Boston (Info) (rm) 

1- Chicago (Info) (RM) 
2- Dallas (RM) 
2-Houston (RM) 
2-Las Vegas (RM) 
2-El Paso (RM) 
1-Philadelphia (Info) 

1- New York 
2- New York 

-t' ■., 

(RM) 

(i72-y; 
l-New York (92-1498) 
GTB:EG ' 
(20) 

/Approved: 
I f Spec 

S DEC 141385 

Sent 

b7D 
! 

Muhammad Aii-721 



r 1 

> 

NY 172-9 

SA[ 
from 

It is noted that on 12/2/65* PCI 
[he had received the fo! 

advised 
.lowing information 

•whom the PCI described as a close friend 
of SONNY LISTON,, who has part interest in a casino as well 
as other interests in Las Vegas: 

]bet $12,000 on LISTON to win the first 
asked LISTON-CLAY title bout. After losing this, 

questions and allegedly heard that LISTON had taken’a sizable 
pay-off to ’'take a dive". 

According to 
had bet a large amount on 

one or more oil men from Texas 
] b elieve d LISTON to win. 

that the person or persons holding this money approached 
LISTON and offered him a very sizable amount of money to throw 
the fight, | |advised PCI that it was his belief that 
LISTON was approached directly in this regard and personally 
agreed to throw the fight, but stated no one would ever be 
able to prove It, 

At the time of the second LISTON-CLAY fight in Maine, 
]again intended to bet on LISTON; however, when 

reached Maine he was told by someone whom he would not identify, 
that he should not bet on LISTON, as the fight was definitely 
fixed and CLAY could not lose. The PCI stated he could not be 
siuce, but to the best of his recollection, [ mentioned 
that someone from Las Vegas had paid LISTON to throw the fight, 

lalso advised the PCI that CLAY was not aware that both 
rights had been fixed and CLAY is allegedly under the impression 
that he won both fights fairly. 

further advised PCI he heard a rumor to the 
effect that LISTON now owns a share of CASSIUS CLAY through 
LISTON’S interest in the Inter-Continental Promotions, 

It is noted that the Information received from the 
PCI Is vague and non-specific. However, the Dallas, Houston, 
Las Vegas, El Paso and San Antonio Offices are requested to 
contact appropriate sources and informants in an effort to 
develop more specific information relating to the alleged 
"oil men" who placed a large amount on LISTON to win, and in 
particular, to identify their bookmaker or persons who accepted 
large bets from them. 

\ 

hS 

b7C 

b7D 
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The NYO will maintain contact with the PCI who has 
furnished the above information and additional informants 
will be contacted in this matter in an effort to develop 
more specific Information, 

-3- 
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Date: 12/13/65 

Transmit the following in 

Via 
AIRTEL 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

(Priority) 

I 
l 
i 
I 
1 
l 
l 
I 
I 
I 
( 
I 
i 
i 

TO: 

FROM: 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

SAC, SAN ANTONIO (172-5) (RUC) 

SUBJECT: SONNY LESTON - CASSIUS CLAY 

O?0RLD CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY ' 

Re New Yor-k airtel to Director, 12/8/65. 

On 12/13/65, a bookmaker with 
extensive knowledge of betting odds on sporting events, 
advised that no information has come to his attention 
concerning possible fix of captioned fight. He said 
he takes no bets on boxing matches because he is 
of the opinion that all fights are crooked. He was 
unable, however, to furnish any details concerning any 
specific crooked fight. 

•-nx. 

2-New York (172-9) 
1-San Antonio 

GK:Idb 

(6) 

_~ & 

A* 
\V. ?>1' • 

/P- JA Jij 
- 

w 

frv Sent M Per 
Agent in Charge 
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Date: 12/17/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL 
(Priority) 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM: SAC, LAS VEGAS (172-3) (RUC) 

SONNX^LISTON - CASSIUS^CLAY 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 

P ' 

12/17/65; 

Re New York airtel to Bureau, 12/8/65, 

_furnished the following information on 

I Idid not bet $12,000 on LISTON to win the 
first LISTON - CLAY title bout. He did, however, bet $5,200 
on LISTON to win. | [does not believe LISTON took a 
dive in either the first or second fight. The odds on the 
first fight, up to about one hour before the match, were 
4 or 5 to 1, and then moved to 8 to 1 before the fight. To 
make the odds jump in this manner meant that the gamblers 
were betting big money on LISTON. 

before the 
knew that LISTON had a poor shoulder 
JSTON - CLAY fight. 

The individual who toldf not fro bet op LI 
in the second fight was | \ who advised ~Ttha 
LISTON was not in condition and could*-.not take OLAY. 
however, made a sentimental bet on LISTON and lost a small 
amount on this fight. 

LISTON 

' ■ The fact that LISTON Owns, or did own, an interest 
| in the inter-Continental Promotions, is common knowledge and 

i A carried in sports pages of newspapers, 
A , IfcEC' of r—y 

\ & - Bureau (rm) O %l j 7 "j ' 3 / \ ch) 
2 - New York (172-9) (RM) , / 1 '' --„ L_\ 
2 - Las Vegas (1 - 

(1 - 
WHD:alf 

4x 
A* 3 DEC 20 1SS5 

Approved: A i ^4/ 

53 JAN ^pe<^0I?^ent in Charge 
. M Per 

luj^nimad Aii-725 
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LV 172-3 

The betting made on the above fights was 
bead to head bets, and no layoff was involved. 

The only rumor that source has heard of late, which 
he has not been able to talk over with LISTON, is the rumpr 
which says that the NOI may have threatened bodily harm to 
LISTON's family if he did not take a dive in the second LISTON 
CLAY fight. It is the source's opinion that while CLAY is too 
young and strong for LISTON, CLAY does not have the power to 
stop LISTON is one round. 

Source stated LISTON plans to tour Europe starting 
in late February with exhibition matches, I land 
possibly LISNER may accompany LISTON, 

For the information of New York.f 
LISTON and isf During the 

recent ctAY - PATTJSRSO^neavyweignt championship fight held 
in Las Vegas» CLAY roomed and ate in special accommodations 

~~1 This 
the reliability of _l 
during the past six months this source has furnished reliable 
information to this office. 

b6 
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FD-36 (f^ev, S-22-6-!) / 
Date: 12/29/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

AIETEL 
(Priority) 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (172-3) (RUC) 

SUBJECT: SONNY LISTON; 
CASSIUS ^CLAY 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 

Re New York airtel to Bureau 12/8/65. 

contacted. 
Chicago confidential sources and informants 

On 12/28/65, I |reiterated as in past 
contacts, he had no doubts that the second LISTON-CLAY 
fight was fixed, as a result of outside influence brought 
to bear on LISTON. Informant of opinion CLAY totally 
unaware of any irregularity on the part of LISTON. 

Informant, |__ 
LISTON, was in coitect with LISTON immediately after~TEe 
bout. He recalled that LISTON*s wife| ~|remarked 
to him, "I just wouldn*t allow him to keep going and maybe 
get hurt”. Informant was of opinion that she was aware 

3 A- Bureau (RM) 
$ - New York (1 - 

(1 - 172-9) 
(1 - 92-1498) 

1 - Boston (RM) ( 
2 - Chicago (1 

(RM) 

3/- 
JRB:keh 
(9) 

0 si ms 

Approved: 
~ jSpaui g eM; i n Charge 

/ cc O :/ 
Muhammad A i-727 
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that the outcome of the bout was inevitable, that 
LISTON must lose, and that he was told by her to take 
the first opportunity to ,Tbow out,f, rather than stay 
the 15 round distance and nossibly incur injury# 

^2.*n£orman'fc> | ™greatly influences 
LISTON*s actions. 1-1 

. Informant volunteered that LISTON was very 
close to |_ I who held interest in Las Vegas 
Enterprises and stated that LISTON and 1 Ihad 
engaged in "a lot of shenigans” in Las Vegas together 
however, did not volunteer specifics in this regard. 
He volunteered that|_|would beHan appropriate 
individual to contact LISTON in order to further any 
fix or irregularity connected with the fight. 

Informant,| 
LISTON, was ax ring-side in Lewiston, Maine, 

5/20/65, Knowing LISTON1s tremendous capacity for 
absorbing physical punishment, he termed the "knock out" 
of LISTON ridiculous. To illustrate CLAY’s punching 
power, he noted that recently CLAY was unable to knock 
out aging PIOYD PATTERSON who was light, smaller, and 
suffered from a Revere injury, 

_ _1 current heavy weight contender 
ERNIE TERRILL,recalled that immediately after the 
championship fight between CLAY and LISTON, he spoke 

.brieflY.withf _ I in a Lewiston, Maine hotel room, 
I who had 25% of LISTON1s contract and who is also 

a close associate of Philadelphia hoodlums ANGELO BRUNO 
and PRANK PALERMO, made a remark to informant in a 
voice of authority, "forget it, TERRILL would not have 
fought LISTON anyway," According to informant,| 
prior to the bout, displayed absolutely no interest or 
anxiety in connection with the forthcoming fight, 
indicating to informant that| |also had inside 
information regarding the outcome of the bout. 

In connection with information set forth in 
reairtel realtive to development of more specific 
information in this matter, the following is set forth 
for consideration Boston Office: 

Muhammad A!i-72d 

2 



Prior to selection of Lewiston, Maine as 
final site for CLAY-LISTON bout, Boston, Massachusetts 
was considered the logical site, however, due to strong 
objections of Suffolk Courty District Attorney GARRETT H. 
BYRNE, Boston was ruled out. Subsequently an article 
appeared in the "Boston Herald", dated 5/27/65, and 
lavished praise on BYRNE for refusing to sanction bout 
in Boston, Article stated basis for his objections 
prior to the fight was that BYRNE "possessed informa¬ 
tion convincing him that the fight was to be a set-up". 
It is not known if Bureau or Boston has deemed it 
advisable to interview BYRNE to determine information 
m his possession prior to the bout. 

_[recalled that upon LISTON’s 
telephonic request he flew to his home in Denver, on 
6/4/65, to talk to him. LISTON was extremely depressed; 
however, did not admit to a "fix" during their conversa¬ 
tion. Informarfc was of opinion that present time would 
possibly be suitable to interview LISTON regarding his 
actions during the fight, however, he noted that LISTON 
is extremely antagonistic toward law enforcement officials 
and members of the Caucasian race in general. 

b7D 
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i/4/66 

Airtel 

To; SAC, Denver 

yrojn; Director, FBI (172-31) 

0 
SONNY LISTON; 
CASSIUSH&AY 

t WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT 
L^spobts bribery 

ReCGairtel to Bureau Gated 12/29/65* 

For the information of Denver, the Bureau instituted 
discreet inquiries of highly confidential sources in several large 
cities to determine if the above fight held in Lewiston, Maine, 
May, 1965, was “fixed" because of the wide publicity it received 
and indications that investigations would be conducted by various 
agencies including Congressional Committees* To date, vague infor¬ 
mal ion and personal opinions have been received concerning a "fix;" 
however, no definite information has been received to indicate it was. 

• A Chicago source who is close to Liston recently advised 
Liston was extremely depressed concerning the fight. He stated / 
Liston did not admit to a "fix" but was of the opinion Liston would 'l 
possibly be susceptible to an interview St ,the present,, time regarding i 
A&S activities in the fight. Source stated, however, Liston is 
©eft*# ttely antagonistic toward law enforcement officials and members 

« oT t|3 Caucasian race in general* 
3 ^ i Inasmuch as Liston resides in Denver, you are requested to 
IjfgrnSgfeh the Bureau any information you have received concerning this 

matte:?. Denver should also furnish your recommendation as to the v 
feasibility of an interview with Liston and if there are any reasons 

'—to ’f>Teclude such an interview* #£C- 18 / '~ 

For the information of Chicago, District Attornq&w 5 lytk 
Garrett H* Byrne, Boston, Massachusetts, has been interviewed 

• 01 SOlii j j wfc **■*!>, .1 - _ w .a. ♦ 1   # i    _   ■ ft it m a w w * 4 i 4 >*■ »• m 

DoLooch concerning this matter and could furnish no definite information, 
Moh: —regarding a "fix" of the fight. ■>'8i—~ 
Casper 
Callahan * 
Conrad _* 
Felt_2 
Cole_i 
Rosen _ 
Sul liven „ 
Tavel- 
Trotter __ 
Wick -_ 
Tele. R00J 
Holmes ^4 
Gondy _ 

(172-4) 
- Chicago (172-3) 
-- New York (172-9) 

g^o-efY 
TELETYPE UNIT n 

Srvfjj 
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Date: 1/11/66 

Transmit the following in 

AIRTEL Via 

{Type in plaintext or code) 

AIRMAIL 
(Priority) 

J_ 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (172-31) 

FROM: SAC, DENVER (172-3) (P) 

SONNY XISTON; 
CASSIUS CLAY; 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 

Re Bureau airtel to Denver dated 1/4/66. 

Sources of the Denver Office have furnished no inforroa 
tion to substantiate information indicated in referenced airtel 
that the fight held in Lewiston, Maine, in May of 1965 was_ 
fixed. On the contrary, former Denver PCI[ 

LISTON volunteered shortly after the fight 
that be was present at the fight and in his opinion the fight 
was not fixed. No source of this office has reported personal 
conversation with LISTON concerning the circumstances of his ' 
losing this fight. 

Before consideration is given to a direct approach 
to LISTON, Denver Agents contemplating discreet contacts with 
established Denver sources, particularlyl~ 
and | |to determine if they can obtain any pertinent 
information in this matter. 

£ a It is noted that on two occasions during the past year 
Agents of the Denver Office have contacted LISTON and on one 

.3 - Bureau (172-31) ~ * .... / / ^-/ 
1 - Boston (172-4) 
1 - Chicago (172-3) 
1 - New York (172-9) 
2 - Denver ^_ 

b6 
b7C 

b7D 

b7D 

WJMipgr 
(3) 

Approved: . 

if* / ,J 

!jl'3 l-L - r Vi^K 

C-y#. ■ ' 

II 

»*J T: 

_ Sent ].- 

r r c /» 

r 
Muhammad Alt-7311 Social Agent in Charge 



DN 172-3 

of these occasions he appeared to be reasonable cooperative 
but on t,ie other he exhibited a highly antagonistic attitude 
and refused to talk to Agents. 

Denver sources indicate LISTON?s Denver home is now 
for sale and he reportedly plans to move to Las Vegas in the 
near future. 

Since information in referenced airtel appears to be 
indefinite and unspecific, it is suggested that the Bureau direct 
any offices who may be in possession of more specific information 
or which has sources available that might logically be expected 
to supply more specific information to furnish such information 
to the Bureau and the Denver Office, after which time efforts 
will be made to set up an interview with LISTON. 

i 

i 
i 

-2- 
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1/13/66 

Airtel 

1 I 03 
IO O'1 

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 

Mohr_ 
Casper 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 

Felt_ 
Gale_ 
Rosen _ 

Sullivon 
Tavel_ 
Troller _ 
VJick „ 

Tele* Roi 
Holmes _ 
Gandy — 

to? SAC, Benverj^g.72-3) 

From: Director, FBI^( 172-31) 

SOOT PISTON; 
CASSIUS CLAY: 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 

ReDNairtel to Bureau 1/11/66 and Bureau airtel to 
Denver 1/4/66. 

As indicated in referenced Bureau airtel, attempts by 
other offices to obtain specific information about a possible 
"fix" of the Liston - Clay fight in May, 1965, have been un~ 
successful* Sources close to Liston indicated he las never 
admitted the fight was "fixed" and the matter remains unresolved, 
Denver* s recommendation as to an interview with Liston was 
requested in an attempt to resolve this matter, 

"~l Denver should contact sources mentioned in referenced 
Denver airtel to determine if they have any information which 

s may resolve this question. If nonspecific information is 
^ obtained from these sources that the fight was "fixed," Denver 
§1 should not interview Liston at this time in view of his highly 
° antagonistic attitude when last contacted by Agents of that 

office. 

1 ~ Boston (172-4) 
1 - Chicago (172-3) 
1 - New York (172-9) 

NOTE: DN was requested to furnish its recommendations regarding the 
. interview of Liston inasmuch as this matter could not be resolved 
- through sources close to Liston. CG source stated Liston very de- 
- pressed and might possibly talk although source admitted he was very 
: antagonistic toward law enforcement officials in general and also 
-members of the Caucasian race. DN instructed to contact their sources 
I for information concerning this matter and if none produced no 
"effort should be*made to interview Liston because of past experiences 

oie. RooSt-H $mj : bsnT7 ) • 
ROOM LtJ^TELETYPS UNIT 1 I 
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1 
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F B 1 

Transmit the following in 

Date: 1/2’ 

(Type in plaintext or rode) 

w,_ AIRTEL 
(priority) 

: DIRECTOR, FBI (172-31) 

FROM : SAC,' NEW YORK (172-9) 

0 
SUBJECT: SONNY LISTON; 

CASSIUS CLAY, 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 
(00:BOSTON) 

ReNYairtel to the Bureau, 12/8/65, captioned as above 

BS Division is being designated office of origin 
inasmuch as last LISTON-CLAY title bout took place within the 
BS Division. 

PCI _has been recontacted during December, 
1965 and January, 19bb without developing any additional- 
specific Information regarding this matter. 

Sources of the NYO have furnished no information to 
substantiate information in referenced NY airtel. 

Since the Information from PCI | |as 
furnished 12/2/65 was unspecific, no further investigation is 
being conducted by the NYO, UACB. 

3-Bureau 
1-Boston (172-4) 
1-Denver (172-3) 
1-New York 

REG- 15 
17/ ■' 

yq 1.1 i mLi fc, ■: 

Jf.K 081966' 

GTB:kxb 

Approved: 

Social Agent In <Zhafg Muhammad Aii-73^ 
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Mr ' 

Date: 1/25/66 

Transmit the following ii 

AIRTEL 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

AIR HAIL 

(Priority) 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

i4r 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

SAC, EL PASO (172-2) (RUC) 

SONN^LISTON - CASSIUS_.CLA3L., 
WORLD^CHAMPIQKSHIP, FIGHT 
SPORTS 'BRIBERY 

00: NEW YORK 

Re New York airtel to the Bureau dated 
12/8/65. 

Pursuant to instructions in referenced 
New York airtel confidential informants in the El 
Paso Division were contacted on December 16, 21, 
and 23, 1965 and on January 4, 14 and 21, 1966 in 
an effort to develop more specific information 
relating to the alleged ’‘oilmen” who placed a large 
amount on LISTON to win, in an effort to identify 
any bookmaker or person who accepted any large bets 
from these alleged ’’oilmen”. 

Informants at El Paso, Texas and in the 
Midland and Odessa, Texas area where wealthy oilmen 
do reside report that no one in this area did any f 
heavy betting on either of the fights involving the 
subjects of this case. It was noted that in this 
area according to these informants the sporting or 

3-Bureau c$> ^ / 7 A " f » 
-2-New York (92-1498) * ’ ~  --, ^ j>_ 

1-El Paso , .... ~~ iqcc \ * .. 
HHB:aad • Jffl 27 1966 /. ; 

(6) _ 

/ 7A-'— 

r ' ' 
Approved: --'■'\\yri- Sent_ 
<£> 1 L.I* ~ Special Agent in Charge f\ r 

/ c- c* 4 cK 
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betting element have come to consider boxing in 
merely the same light as wrestling. 

2 

i 
i 
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# 
Date: 1/28/66 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via AIRTEL 
(Priority) 

FROM: 

DIRECTOR, FBI (172-31) 

SAC, PHILADELPHIA (172-3) (RUC) 

SUBJECT: SONNY LISTON - CASSIUS CLAY 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP HEAVYWEIGHT FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 

ReNYairtel to Bureau dated 12/8/65. 

On 6/3/65,| advised that from what he has 
heard in fight circles It was a legitimate fight and no "fix” 
was in. If there had been a fix, it wouldn’t have been that 
obvious in appearance as to what happened. He stated that 

the referee, never should have terminated 
the fight as CLAY never got to a neutral corner and the rules 
call for the other fighter to go to a neutral corner when there 
is a knockdown and this must be done before the referee can 
start a count and then couhtout the fallen fighter. LISTON’s 
poor showing was due to over-training. He stated that five 
days prior to the fight LISTON could have beaten CLAY but they 
kept on training LISTON and this caused him to just all of a 
sudden die when in the ring. The day of the fight I ~~ 
in Philadelphia ealled|_ 

(phonetic) to bet on CLAY, 
that LISTON was over-trained. | 
been in the fight game for years, 
fight LISTON cried like a baby. 
LISTON, never saw him cry or act 

)ffice and told | | 
|had the word then 

| is a manager who has 
.so heard that after the 

L who used to have 
stated 

he would bet his life there was no "fix. 

"3**BUreau (172-31) 
1-Boston (info) 
1-New York (Info) 
1-Philadelphia (172-3) 

REC-15 r/y.- 3/- 

KTB:bco 

(6> 

25 JAN 29 

Approved:.* 
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No additional information has been obtained from 
confidential informants in the Philadelphia Office. 

2 
Muhammad Ai 



OPTIONAL FQHM NO. 1 

MAVI9S2 EDrit&l 
CSA GE?*. HEO. NO. 57 

UNITED STATES GC^PrNMENT 

, Memorandum 

/■“pi Mr. To! son_ 
/ 3 I Mr. DeLoaeh- 

I Mf-Miobr. 

FROM 

subject: 

DIRECTOR, FBI <172-31) 2/28/|| 

SAC, DENVER (172-3) (P) 

SONNY LISTON; 
CASSIUS CLAY 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT 

SPORTS BRIBERY 

(00: BOSTON) 

Mr. Casper_ 
Mr. Callahan^ 
Mr. Conrad, yi 
3jlr, Felt_K. 

Mr. Gala 
Mr. Ros^idSj—^ 
Mr. Suwvan^ 
Mr. Tavel_ 
Mr, Trotter_ 
Tele. Room_ 
Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy_ 

Re Bureau, airtels to Denver 1/4/66 and 1/13/66; 
Denver airtel to Bureau 1/11/66; New York airtel to Bureau 

1/27/66. 

.» A copy of this letter is furnished Las Vegas 
(because information received in Denver that" LISTON plans \J 
•to move to Las Vegas in the near future. 

For information Las Vegas, the Bureau instituted 
discreet inquiries of highly confidential sources in several 
large cities to determine if the LXSTON-CLAY fight held in if Y 
Lewiston, Maine, in May of 1965 was "fixed” because of.the. jj.f* 
wide publicity it received and indications that investigational jL*, 
would be conducted by various agencies, including Congressional, 

committees. The Bureau further advised attempts by other 

offices to obtain specific information about a possible lip* 
"fix” of this fight have been unsuccessful, and pointed out 
that sourefes close to LISTON indicated he has never admitted Wjhjj 

the fight was fixed. As a result, this matter remains , fmj 

(unresolved. REC- fl / 7 fi „ 3 ,j ^ | 

For further informat ion Vegas, Denver, SjjL^y/ 
in the past, has contacted LISTON1 on two occasions flwu 
on other matters, and on one occasion he appeared to .. J|lf ' 
be reasonably cooperative, but on the last contact A\i ‘ 
he exhibited a highly antagonistic attitude and refused l1 jj 
to talk to agents. Because of this, the Bureau advised u 

(^p - Bureau **“““ 

1 - Boston (172-4) 
1 - Chicago (172-3) l MAfVS 1966 

1 -Xas -‘Vegas (Info.) . \ — 
D£ "MftYork (172-9) 

2 - D^erwer WJM:ckp (8) 

Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan Muhammad AH-739 
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any interview of LIST OH concerning the possible fix of 
this fight should be held up at this time, and Denver 
should contact its sources to determine if they have 
any information regarding this fight. 

|_| advised SA UILLIAM J. MALOITfi on 
1/31/66 that he is acquainted with several individuals 
who have closely associated with LISTON, and pointed out 
that he has not been able to obtain any information indicat rag 
LlSXOd "laid down" during the last LISTOH-CIAY fight held 
in Lewiston, Maine. lie pointed out it was his opinion, 
and the consensus of the "fight crowd" in Denver, that 
LISTOM was an overrated fighter and CLAY was underrated, 
and that up until the time LISTOIi had met CLAY, he had 
never met any real fighters so as to prove how tough he 
was. He pointed out LISTOH is a loner and does not confide 
in very many people, but those few people who do know 
LXSTOIi state that he is not smart enough to be involved 
iin any fix. He also pointed out that if this fight was 
fixed, whoever arranged the fix uid it in a most unusual 
manner inasmuch as the fight ended so suddenly; and there¬ 
fore, not even a good script was written for the supposed 
fixed fight. 

I ad vised SA MALQiiE on 1/20/66 that 
no information had come to his attention that the last 
CLAY-LIST OH fight was fixed, and at this time pointed 
out that it would be most difficult to fix a fight today 
for gambling purposes since it is most difficult to fight 
bookmakers throughout the United States who would handle 

I any large bets without becoming suspicious. He pointed 

- o - 

b6 
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out it is difficult to bet large mounts of money with 
anyone booked throughout the United States, and that any 
bets would have to be ’’laid off" to various other book¬ 
makers located throughout the United States, and this 
would also cause ouite a bit of suspicion among ' the 
gamblers. lie also pointed out he did not believe the 
fight was fixed for the purpose of a syndicate or a 
group gaining control of the champion inasmuch as 
LISTOH was already reportedly controlled by eastern 
hoodlums and by his losing the fight, would not enable 
these hoodlums to regain control of the champion by 
CI/iY's regaining his championship. He could not .elaborate 
on the identity of those who control LISTON, other than 
stating it was common knowledge FRANK "BLIl'JICY^SALERl'iO, 
prior to his imprisonment, had control of LISBON. 

Jadvised SA on 1/13/66 
that he was always suspicious of the results of the 
CLAY-LIST ON fights, but he has no evidence that these 
fights were fixed and has never received any information, 
other than mere speculation, indicating that there were 
any irregularities concerning these fights. This informant, 
who worked for a short time during 1963 as 

b6 

b7C 

b7D 

for LISTON, advised it was his opinion that uut-ir couio 
never have defeated LISTON. 

_ I advised SA's WILLIAM J. MALONE and be 
on 2/11/66 that there has been.much speculation 

among sports fans in the Five Points Area, where LISTON 
spends a considerable amount of time, as to whether LISTON 
might have been involved in any irregularities during 
his two fights with CASSIUS CLAY * He stated, however, 
he has not received any specific evidence that these 
fights were fixed, and it is his opinion, and the opinion 
of others in the area, that LISTON was overrated and 
that CLAY was underrated. He pointed out CLAY is definitely 

[a better fighter than he is rated, and that the LISTON-CLAY 

Muhammad Aii-741 



jfight was just a matter of a good younft man beating 
a fair old man. 

This informant advised that LISTON presently 
{has his Denver* Colorado, residence for sale and is 
planning to move to Las Vegas in the near future. He 
further advised LISTON enjoys a reputation in the Five 
Points Area of being an avid crapshooter, woman chaser, 
and heavy drinker. He advised it is reported LISTON 
always has large sums of money, and that he is sought 
after by operators of gambling games in the Five Points 
Area. He further stated LISTON1s favorite gambling 
spot is one I lat 2645 WeIton 
and further advised he understands LISTON has lost a 
considerable amount of money at the crap games opeeated 
at this Welton Street location. 

He pointed out that LISTON has few friends 
and that he selddm appears at the Five Points Area in 
places other thanl | gambling establishment or at 
Bishop's Barber Shop. 

PCI advised s 
and SA WILLIAM J. MALONE on 2/11/66 that she is in 
almost daily contact with LISTON and that he indicates 
he plans to move to Las Vegas, Nevada, within the next 
month or two and take up permanent residence there. 
She said LISTON told her within the past few days that 
while in Las Vegas he will train once again to fight, 
and presently has plans to travel to Europe where he 
will box known European heavyweights. She stated she 
has no information as to why LISTON is moving to Las 
Vegas, nor who is responsible for this move. 

This PCI advised that she knows very little 
about the fight game, but that it was the opinion of 
most of the people in the,Five Points Area where LISTON 
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spends most of his time and where she is employed, 
that LISTON is not as good a fighter as he was rated, 
and that CLAY was underrated. She stated that quite 
a few people in the Five Points Area have lost money 
on both the LIST ON-CIAY fights, and that quite n few 
of these people give LISTON a hard time and at no 
time has he ever confided to her that he laid down 
during either of these fights. 

She pointed out that she plans to marry 

sc 
LISTOIT when | 

is released from the Colorado State Penitentiary in 
March of 1966, and through her contacts with| |she 
has been in constant contact with LISTON. She pointed 
out LISTON is a loner and one who is most difficult to 
get along with. 

For further information of Las Vegas, during 
a pretext phone call to the RedIon Realty Company in 
Denver, which company has its nFor Sale" sign placed 
in front of LISTON1s Denver residence, it was determined 
that LISTON plans to remain in Denver until he sells his 
home, and then move to Las Vegas. 

A new case has been opened regarding, the 
and during gambling activities of 

the course of this investigation, discreet inquiry 
will be made regarding the possibilities of the CLAY- 
LIST ON fights being fixed. 
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Denver continuing investigation. 
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FD-36 (Rev. S'22-64) 

r 
F B l 

Date: 3/28/66 

Transmit the following in_CODE_ 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

„ RADIOGRAM 
Via_ _ 

(Priority) 

TO DIRECTOR (MAIL) 172-31 AND LAS VEGAS 

FROM DENVER 172-3 IP 

L 

6 
SONNY LISTON; CASSIUS CLAY, WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT, SPORTS 

BRIBERY. 00 BOSTON. 

DENVER INFORMANTS ADVISE LISTON MOVING TO LAS VEGAS, 

NEVADA, THIS DATE AND WILL RESIDE TWO ZERO FIVE EIGHT OTTAWA 

DRIVE, LAS VEGAS. 

DENVER CONTINUING INVESTIGATION. 

BOSTON ADVISED AIR MAIL. 

. 'l - Bureau (AM) 
'' 1 - Boston (172-4) (AM) 

2 - Denver_ 
Cl - 1 

(4) 

b7D 

17 % :3/ 

/ 

Approved; 

JcTM 
il 
i 

Special Agent in Charge 



SO 10-107-J 

■ i 1 
OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10 

MAY tfi$I EDITION 

GS£ GEhl. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES W ERNMENT 

Memorandum 
BIRECTOR, RBI (172-31) date: 4/27/66 

SAC, DENVER (172-3) (F) 7 - 

CHANGED 
CHARLES J5'SONNY" LISTON; 
CASSIUS CLAY . 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 

Title changeaj/in this case to reflect subject’s 
true name as CHARLES ^HHY'^ISTOK ■ 

|7?M 
fc/j- 
L n 

Re Denver radiogram to Bureau and Las Vegas 
dated 3/28/66; Denver lefter to Bureau dated 2/28/66, 
one copy for Las Vegas. 

Enclosed for Las Vegas is a copy of LISTON's 
Denver PD record, Denver PD #11679, and a copy of LISTON’s 
FBI Identification-Record, under FBI #272 767 B, dated 
3/13/64* Both of these records were received from the / 
Identification Bureau, Denver PD, on this date. Also jj 
enclosed is a recent photograph of LISTON. ^ 

/ Durin 
FBI 

the course of another investigation. 

SONNY LISTON who was just released from the Colorado^ 
State Penitentiary on 3/6/66, advised in March of 1966 
that there was no doubt in his mind that the second 
CLAY-LISTON fight held in Lewiston, Maine, was fixed, 
and that LISTON took a dive in this fight. | | who was 
born in Kirkwood. Missouri, and who worked with LISTON 
asl ~Ji 

b6 
b7C 

_in St. Louis, Philadelphia, and Denver, 
and who claimed to be one of LISTON's few friends, stated 
he knows through his knowledge of the fight game that 
there is no fighter fighting today that LISTON could not 
defeat, including CLAY. 

<3>- Bureau 
2 - Las Vegas 
1 - Boston 
2 - Denver 

WJM 
(7) 

m 2a 

ZL 

1966 
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Mr. who claimed to knowjfiRN VITALE, 
St. Louis hoodlum, and FRANK "BLINKY^ALERMO, former 
Philadelphia hoodlum now in prison because of their 
close association with LISTON,, advised the first CLAY- 
LISTON fight was legitimate and LISTON lost this fight 
because of a shoulder injury. He advised it was common 
knowledge that VITALE, and later on, PALERMO, controlled 
LISTON and stated that shortly after PALERMO was in 
prison there was an internal battle among the hoodlum 
element to gain control over LISTON* He pointed out 
he was of the opinion that a group of Philadelphia 
hoodlums under the control of ANGELOt TlRUNO eventually 
gained control over LISTON and stated that is the reason 
that a Philadelphia lawyer with hoodlum connections, 
the identity of whom he did not know, handled LISTON1 s 
legal matters concerning his heavyweight championship 
fights. 

Jand 

Previous investigation has indicated t 
| Philadelphia lawyer, along with 

all reportedly close 
I Wiiw I_ I - i — 

friends of ANGELO BRUNO, were m contact with LISTON 
and these three individuals were observed at LISTON’s 
Denver residence in October of 1964 by Denver Agents. 

further explained that the hoodlum 
element decided to get rid of LISTON inasmuch as he kept 
them in the spotlight and kept getting pressure on them 
by his numerous entanglements with police authorities. 
He said they considered LISTON to be a very unpopular 
champion and since they controlled the promotion of 
every title fight and did not need actual control of 
the champion, they ordered LISTON to take a dive in the 
second CLAY-LISTON fight* 
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Mr. I I further advised that LISTON is very 
ruthless and enjoys a reputation of being hot-tempered, 
and he further advised that LISTON was ordered to take 
a dive in the first round in the CLAY fight inasmuch as 
the hoodlum element was well aware of his hot temper 
and the fact that if CLAY made LISTON angry enough, LISTON 
would forget his orders and would knock out CLAY» 

Mr. | [ who advised he was furnishing all this 
information on a confidential basis, stated he could 
furnish no facts concerning the identity of the individuals 
who ordered LISTON to take a dive in this fight andadmitted 
LISTON had never confided to him this same information. 
He pointed out that he beti,1'$6,000 on LISTON on the first 
LISTON-CLAY fight and advised when LISTON lost this fight 

turned to illegal activities in an effort to he, 
regaTrTnis huge losses and as a result, wound up in the 
Colorado State Penitentiary on forgery charges. He 

i . 1 _ _f _ J_ 

further pointed out that he was in the penitentiary at 
the time of the second CLAY-LISTON fight and therefore_ 
was not in a position to know the facts surrounding this 
matter and further emphasized that the above information 
concerning this second fight being fixed was purely his 
opinion, but that he was sure because of his experience 
in the fight game and because of his contact wxth LISTON 
that this opinion was right. 

Mr.1 I pointed out that LISTON had been in 
contact with him since his release from the penitentiary 
and has offered him[ ] 

in the near future when LISTONtravelsto Europe 
where tie is going to put on exhibition fights. He advised 
since he is on parole and not permitted to leave the state, 
he had to turn down LISTON’s offer. He stated he was 
sure LISTON would never admit to the FBI that he was 
involved in a fixed fight, nor the fact that the hoodlum 
element controlled him, because of his fear of this element 
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For further information of Las Vegas, LISTON, 
during his residence in Denver, Colorado, was contacted 
by the FBI on two occasions and during the latter contact, 
in the fall of 1965, exhibited a highly antagonistic attitude 
and refused to talk to Agents. 

In June, 1964, Denver FBI Agents contacted 
LISTON concerning an extortion threat in regard to 
CASSIUS CLAY and LISTON, and durigg this contact appeared 
cooperative after he was told the purpose of this interview. 
During this contact he inquired of FRANK "BLINKY" PALERMO 
and even inquired as to when PALERMO would possibly be 
released from the penitentiary. Previous Denver investigation 
has determined LISTON is a heavy drinker on occasions, a 
ladies man, and a gambler who enjoys shooting dice. He 
has few close associates and finpnrfa a frmg-i amount 
of time with)_fa gambling 
establishment located in the Five Points Area of Denver 
where LISTON reportedly lost large sums of money. 

Denver is forwarding, under a separate mattftTj 
copy of a Denver report entitled,|| aka - 
ITAR - GAMBLING',' Denver file 166-119. Bufile 166-1174. - — j — — - - - — — j aw v | 

Denver plans to interview I I in the near future and if 
he furnishes any information concerning LISTON*s hoodlum 
association and his being involved in fixed fights, this 
matter will be furnished to the Bureau and to all other 
appropriate offices. 

For further information of Las Vegas, LISTON 
was born in Little Rock, Arkansas, sometime around 1932 
and 1933 and reportedly was one of twenty-five children. 
He has spent most of his time incthe St. Louis, Missouri, 
and Philadelphia areas prior to moving to Denver and was 
reportedly controlled by St. Louis hoodlum JOHN VITALE 
while in St, Louis, and FRANKfEkCARBO and FRANK "BLINKY” 
PALERMO while in the Philadelphia area. He also, in 
the past, has been associated with 
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DN 172-3 

fight promoter and associate of SAM GIANCANA, and was 
at one time managed by JOSEP^B^RONE, a front man for 
PALERMO who was a known Philadelphia hoodlum. 

_Denver is not contemplating any further contacts 
with_at this time since even though he appeared 
cooperative, he could not furnish any definite facts con¬ 
cerning LISTON's being involved in fixed fights or his being 
controlled by the hoodlum element. 

L _ . 
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OPTtOWAl FOUM NO. 10 
^ 5010-10-4-01 

, ( ^UNITED STATES GO'jjBfojMENT 

^Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI (172-31) date: 6/20/66 

FROM 
SAC, DENVER (172-3) -P- 

subject: ( 

CHARLES "SONNY" LISTON; 
CASSIUS CLAY 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHT 
SPORTS BRIBERY 
(00: BOSTON) 

Remylet to the Director dated 4/27/66. 

_| | subject of case entitled 
1 ITAR-GAKBLING.“ Denver file 166-119, who is 
a card shop on VH.ton Street in Denver, during 

a contact on May 3, 1966 concerning his gambling operations, 
volunteered that he had associated with LISTON while LISTON 
resided in Denver but furnished no specific information 
as to whether the championship fight between CLAY and LISTON, 
held in Lewiston, Maine, was fixed. 

[ who admitted running a gambling operation 
from his card shop, advised that he had placed large bets 
on LISTON on both of the LISTON-CLAY fights as had numerous 
other individuals in the Five Points Area, and further stated 
that after the second LISTON-CLAY fight, LISTON while in his • 
card shop, during a fit of anger exclaimed that anyone who j 
bet on fights was a fool inasmuch as no one knew who was ' 5 
goind to win these fights. | | stated LISTON did not elaborate 
on tHs statement and pointed out LISTON was angered at the • 
time inasmuch as the patrons of his card shop were giving 
LISTON a hard time concerning his second loss to CLAY. 
admitted LISTON never confided in him but stated from 
conversations there was no doubt 5.n his mind 
that LISTON was at one/time controlled by the Philadelphia 
hoodlums. He pointed out LISTON, just prior to leaving for 
Las Vegas, Nevada,,,.^1-d him he was definitely on Ijtis own 
and no longer oxmed by ahy^individuals. / * - r • j 

2-Bureau 
1-Boston (172-41) (Info)- 

1-Las Vegas (Info) 
1- Philadelphia (Info) / 
2- Denver (T“ 
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Former Denver PCI 
a fugitive matter June 13, 1966, and |_ 

| |to LISTON, volunteere 
had moved to Las Vegas, 
association with one ~ --|_(_W 

Stardust Motel in Las Vegas. | 

was contacted on 
—Iwho was a 

3 that LISTON 
Nevada f^om Denver because of his 

who is connected with the 
] further volunteered 

that he was present at the second CLAY-LISTON fight, seated 
in the front row, and that CIAY definitely hit LISTON with 
a good right hand which caused LISTON to be knocked down, 
and stated that he definitely did not think LISTON ever laid 
down in any fight. 

stated he was responsible for bringing 
LISTON to Denver and inasmuch as he promoted the LISTON-FOLEY 
fight which was held in Denver in 1962. He pointed out that 
up to that time, LISTON was having a difficult time getting 
fights and that he was able to arrange for this fight by 
giving FOLEY a large percent of the gate. He pointed out 
he was well aware LISTON was controlled by the' hoodlum l__ __ 
element and knew from his association with LISTON that LISTON 
took orders at one time from FRANK “BLINKYMALERMO. He stated 
when he arranged for the LISTON-FOLEY fight / he^had to make 
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of all of his arrangements for LISTON through I 
Philadelphia. He pointed out even though LISTON was controlled 
by the hoodlum element at this time the hoodlum element, however, 
was not powerful enough to set LISTON fights and definitely / 
could not force FLOYD PATTERSON to fight LISTON in order that 
they could control the heavy weight championship. 

He further advised he had never made any personal 
gain through his association with LISTON but did have a 
verbal agreement with LISTON that after the CLAY fights, 
LISTON, if still heavy weight champion, would fight for 

in Denver, Colorado, 

Jfurther volunteered that LISTON was not too 
smart and never m the past had a manager who was really 
interested in LISTON as a fighter and therefore, would be of 
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assistance to him, especially one who could be in LISTON’s 
corner and help him during fights. He pointed out that 
inasmuch as LISTON was controlled by the hoodlum element, 
all of LISTON's trainers had a very small piece of the 
action and therefore, had no real financial interest in 
him as most other trainers have in fighters. 

He pointed out LISTON when fighting with CLAY 
in Lewiston, was given no assistance in his corner during 
this fight, when he was badly in need of a .good professional 

stated just prior to LISTON1 $ moving to 
^ ~ ~ ^ ~ t*    J ~ 1 _ ^ r"f ___ t   'i 

trainer. 
Las Vegas, LISTON approached him and asked him. jdr he would 
care to become his manager and at the time inferred him he 
was no longer owned or controlled by anyone, aiid' that he 
would go to court to prove this to| | if| \ was 
interested in becoming his manager. He advised in the past, 
he had been approached by LISTON on this same matter but 
turned down this offer inasmuch as LISTON admitted he was 
controlled and owned by the hoodlum element. He further 
advised that LISTON at one time told him that PALERMO sold 
his contract to the brothers when PALERMO was in need 
of money to pay his lawyers as result of his conviction in 
United States District Court, Los Angeles, on extortion 
charges. stated he had turned down LISTON’s recent 
offer inasmuch as he is now operating a prosperous Mexican 
food business, and is in the process of granting franchises 
for this business for various individuals located throughout 
the Rocky Mountain and West Coast areas. 

He further advised that LISTON is presently in 
Europe where he plans to box a fight and according to LISTON 
is now managed by a Denver attorney, 
with LISTON in Europe. i 

who is 

PCI [ during a recent contact, advised 
that on the day LISTON left for Las Vegas. he visited her 
residence and had in his possession 
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_[First National 
Bank of Denver, volunteered in confidence, information on 
June 7, 1966, that LISTON has a savings account at his bank 
and presently has $25,631 in this account. 

He stated in May, 1966, LISTON deposited $25,000 
and in the past has had as much as $75,000 in this account. 
He also stated that LISTON, who now resides at 2858 Ottawa 
Drive, Las Vegas, Nevada, still is keeping his accounts 
at this bank, and also has a checking account which currently 
has over $2,000 in it. 
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